Abstract-A model is proposed for the previously reported lower Schottky barrier for holes @% in air than in vacuum at a metallic electrode -semiconducting carbon nanotube (CNT) junction. We consider that there is a transition region between the electrode and the CNT, and an appreciable potential can drop there. The role of the oxidation is to increase this potential drop with negatively charged oxygen molecules on the CNT, leading to lower % after oxidation. The mechanism prevails in both p -and n-CNTs, and the model consistently explains the key experimental findings.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effects of carbon nanotube (CNT) oxidation have been studied in the thermopower experiments and it has been found that the thermoelectric power coefficient was negative in vacuum and positive in air [l] . In fact, the thermoelectric power coefficient indicates how a bulk internal electric field is created in order to counterbalance the bulk carrier flow due to thermal gradient, and characterizes the bulk properties [2] . The oxidation changes the bulk CNT properties.
Recently, the oxidation effects have been studied using CNT field-effect transistors (FETs) [3] , and it has been shown that the contact properties at the electrode and the CNT are modified in oxidation. In these studies, gd was observed to rise slowly at a negative gate voltage VG ( V G~) and rapidly at a positive VG (-VG2) in vacuum, while in air, the gd asymmetry flipped, i.e., gd rose rapidly at a negative VG ( V G~) and slowly at a positive VG ( V G~) .
They explained this in terms of the contact property change of the electrode and the CNT at VG = 0, the Schottky barrier for holes (@Bh) was high and that for electrons (@Be) was low in vacuum while @Bh was low and @Be was high in air. Then, gd rose slowly at VGI since the holes started to tunnel through high @Bh, and gd rose rapidly at V G~ since electrons started to tunnel through low @Be. Similarly, gd rose rapidly at v~3 because of low a B h and gd rose slowly at V G~ because of high @Be. In this gJVG experiment, the contact property modulation of the CNT in oxidation was much more influential than the bulk property change, and the experimental findings were consistently explained through the Schottky barrier modulation.
However, the standard band-alignment theory [4,5] does not explain this Schottky barrier modulation. In this theory, we need to consider the system as a junction of an oxidized metallic electrode surface and a free pure CNT, or of a free pure metallic electrode and an oxidized CNT. Usually, a gold surface is inert to oxidation, and the first picture is not appropriate. The second picture turns out to give a qualitatively wrong result as discussed below. Generally, a negative charge at the material surface will increase the surface dipole and further confine the electrons within the material [6] . Electronegative oxygen molecules are negatively charged, and the CNT electron affinity &' in air should increase from +s in vacuum such that $2 > +s (throughout this article, we use a convention that a prime indicates a quantity in air). , but this contradicts the experimental observations. In the band-alignment theory, all the oxidation effects are represented in the modulated work function modulation
It is clear that the band-alignment theory does not explain the experiment consistently.
We will propose a model to overcome this difficulty, and explain the Schottky barrier modulation consistently. In our model, we will consider the electrostatic charge balance [7] inside the Schottky junction, while this degree of freedom is not incorporated in the traditional concept of "intimate Schottky junction" in the band-alignment theory.
SCHOTTKY BARRIER MODULATION MECHANISM
We consider here that the Schottky junction has a sandwich structure, a gold bulk electrode, gold clusters at the electrode surface, charged oxygen molecules, and the CNT surface. The region between the bulk electrode and the CNT is called the "transition region." In fact, a deposited gold surface is rough on the order of lo-' pm [8], and oxygen molecules can find a spatial gap (at least in the length direction) to move into or out of the transition region. Moreover, the electrode surface facing the CNT is expected to be microscopically (on the order of several Angstroms) rough since during the electrode deposition process, gold atoms are attracted by the CNT [9] and tend to form clusters. Although the microscopically flat gold surface is known to be inert to oxygen molecules, the clusters on the gold surface can chemisorb oxygen molecules on their tops and form O~-'/AU,/AU(~ 11) with an n-dependent binding energy ranging from -0.45 eV to -0.96 eV [lo]. Thus, the existence of the CNT is critical for the cluster formation and the oxygen chemisorption on the gold electrode surface. There are also discussions about the nature of interaction between the oxygen molecules and the CNT. Some predicted physisorption with negligible charge transfer [ 111, while others predicted chemisorption and estimated the transferred charge to be -0.1 with a binding energy of -0.25 eV [12]. In either case, the oxygen molecules dominantly interact with the gold surface with clusters and are negatively charged by -1, regardless of whether the electrode and the CNT are in the open or closed circuit condition.
The key issue is that a potential drop AU in the transition region is modified in oxidation. As will be shown below, lAUl turns out to be small in vacuum and large in air. This will, in fact, lead to the correct Schottky barrier behavior consistent with the experiments in Ref. 3. Depending on whether 1AU1 is small in vacuum or large in air, the system has band diagrams as in Figs.l(c) and l(d) . Thus, we have @Bh in vacuum and @B; in air
This time, lAUl < IAVI and @Bh > @ B i , which is consistent with the experiments. xm is a work function for the free pure metallic surface and $s is an electron affinity for free pure CNT surface. We use the free bulk material parameters $, and xm in (3) and (4), and all the oxidation effects are included in term A U.
The difference between the standard band-alignment theory [4,5] and our model is well represented in the band diagrams: AU is absent in the former as in Figs. l(a) and l(b) while AU is present and is significantly modified in oxidation in the latter as in Figs. l(c) and l(d) . In the band-alignment theory, @Bh is determined by the bulk properties only, through Os and xm. In our model, @Bh is determined by the potential drop AU in the transition region reflecting the contact properties, in addition to the bulk properties $, and xm. where E@ is an effective dielectric constant in the transition region, a is a width of the transition region, and e is the unit charge. Once specifying the system including the oxidation level, we know the functional forms o = -om($o) and o = oNT($O) + Q, , with a given value of G , , . The intersection of (5a) and (5b) defines $o and o. o determines AU through (5a).
Then, we calculate @Bh by (3). The gate voltage VG appears as a modulation of the Fermi level 5 [ 131, and determines whether the CNT is p-type (large negative VG) or n-type (large positive VG) . The details of the model will be presented elsewhere.
FOUR SCHOTTKY BARRIER BEHAVIORS
We have found that depending on whether the CNT is ptype or n-type, and on whether the metallic work function xm is smaller or larger than the CNT work function $, + 5, there are four different behaviors. They are summarized as follows:
(1)p-CNT when xm c $, + 5
In vacuum, CT = ~NT($o) + o , , with o,, = 0 has an intersection Avac with a large negative (downward) band bending 0-7803-7976-4/03/$17.00 02003 EEE q0 in the inversion mode and a small negative CJ. Because of (5a), the small negative CJ corresponds to a small negative (right up, left down) AU. The band structure is shown in Fig. 2(a) . As the oxidation progresses and CJ,, becomes more negative, and CJ = C J~T ( $~) + cox shifts downward. The intersection Aox in the strong oxidation limit has a negligible $o -0 (almost flat band) in the accumulation mode and a large negative CJ corresponding to a large negative (right up) AU. The band structure is shown in Fig. 2(b) . It is clearly seen that @)Bh decreases appreciably in oxidation. 
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The Schottky barrier modulation due to oxidation was significant for both negative and positive VG bias conditions in Ref.
3. Thus, we can exclude case (2) and case (4). The CNT was p-type at the negative VG onset at Vel in vacuum and at V G~ in air, and this should correspond to case (1). Then, the condition xm < $, + 5 had to be satisfied. Similarly, the CNT was n-type at the positive VG onset at V G~ in vacuum and at V G~ in air, and this should correspond to case (3). Then, the condition xm > $s + 5 had to be satisfied. Therefore, we had xrn < qS + 5 for a negative VG and xm > QS + 5 for a positive VG. We next estimate the relevant numerical values. In order to define the negative oxygen charge density, we project the charged oxygen molecules to a gold (1 11) plane. If rOx % of the gold plane is covered with oxygen molecules, corresponding to rOx oxygen molecules per one hundred gold atoms, oox/ e = -1.86 x 1013 rOx cm-2. Then, the contribution of oox upon AU is estimated to be 0.251 x a(A)rox(%)lEt, eV. According to an adsorption experiment of the goldfree cluster-oxygen molecule system at room temperature, the reaction completion is quite high, larger than 80 % [14] . We can expect a similarly high completion ratio for the supported clusters on the Au(ll1) surface facing the CNT, which is of our interest. Thus, many supported clusters have negatively charged oxygen molecules on their tops. There are no direct data to estimate the supported cluster density in the context of the CNT. Using the projected oxygen molecule density onto the Au (1 11) surface, rOx -lo-'-10' % would not be impossible. A gold cluster height b with an oxygen molecule is 2-4 A [lo] . Thus, we can expect the transition region width to be a -3-5 A. A gas, including oxygen, has a dielectric constant close to unity. The gold clusters effectively increases the dielectric constant by 1/[ 1 -b/a] and this needs to be multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor as a function of To, reflecting the partial coverage with clusters. Thus, we 0-7803-7976403/$17.00 02003 IEEE expect -10' in mind, we find that a r k , is on the order of unity and the contribution of oox to AU is a few tenths of an electron volt.
Considering EG -0.5 eV for a familiar semiconducting (17,O)
CNT [ 151, the present model will produce the expected oxidation effects.
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